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Final Flat Roof

RooÞng decisions based on
facts, physics and roof products
After serving his country
in the U.S. Special Forces
with the Army Rangers,
FINAL FLAT ROOF CEO
Sean Sanborn, decided to
turn his focus on cleaning
up the rooÞng industry.
Through integrity and
education Sanborn works
with the public to ensure
they receive a roof system
that is best for their; building, budget and environment.
All consumer rooÞng decisions should be based
on facts and physics of
their building and the roof
product. After these conditions are evaluated a

LEED Life Cycle Cost
Analysis (LCCA) should
be used to deterrmain the

true cost off the roof system. For public schools,
universities, federal &

paying for the roof
you already own

state government agencies it is manditory under
Ferderal Executive Climate Laws to perform a
LCCA.
Any business, school
or other organizations
receiving State or Federal
funding or grant must perform a LCCA in order to
keep their funding. This
is to ensure that tax payer
money is not going to
waste.
In Sanborn’s seminar
“Green Roofing Dollars
and Sense” The LCCA
application and federal requirements are explained
in detail.

paying for the roof
you already own

www.finalflatroof.com

In 1985, FINAL FLAT ROOF™, was used to repair a 400 GPH
leak in the double hull of the Battleship TEXAS. This repair was
performed under water and is still holding even after 24 years.

Restore any existing roof and
extend its life up to 20 years

FINAL FLAT ROOF™ water imperviousness is partly because of its
ability to “out wet” water. It has a mechanical and physical/chemical
imperviousness to water that water cannot overcome - EVER!!! For
this reason, Final Flat Roof™ can be applied through standing water.

Reduce Global Warming
& Energy consumption

